NOTES:

1. Line post, blocks and hardware to be used are shown on Standard Plans A78A, A78B, A78C, and A78D.
2. Post spacing to be 6'-3" center to center, except as otherwise noted.
3. Except as noted, line posts are 6" x 8" x 6'-3" wood with 6" x 8" x 1'-10" wood blocks. (6" x 9") steel posts. 6'-3" in length. 2-1/16" x 1'-10" notched wood blocks or recycled plastic blocks may be used for 6" x 8" x 6'-3" wood posts with 6" x 8" x 1'-10" wood blocks where applicable and when specified.
4. Direction of adjacent traffic indicated by
5. For Transition Railing (Type ETB) details, see Standard Plan A78B.
6. The 110' or flatter flare is measured off of the edge of traveled way.

TYPE 25A CONNECTION LAYOUT